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NOTIFICATIONS BY HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS, Etc.

GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS

TGST NOTIFICATION No. 16/2019

NOTIFICATIONS FILING OF RETURN IN FORM GSTR-3B.


CCT's Ref No. A/IV/103/2017 - In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 168 of the Telangana Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (23 of 2017) read with sub-rule (5) of Rule 61 of the Telangana Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said rules), the Commissioner of State Tax, Telangana, on the recommendations of the Council, hereby makes the following further amendment in Notification No. 14/2018 - State Tax, Dt. 16-08-2018, namely:-

In the said notification, in the first paragraph, after the proviso, issued vide notification in the reference 5th cited, the following provisos shall be inserted, namely:-

"Provided also that the return in FORM GSTR-3B of the said rules for the month of March, 2019 shall be furnished electronically through the common portal, on or before the 23rd April, 2019."

This notification shall come into force with effect from the 20th day of April, 2019.

V. ANIL KUMAR,
Commissioner of State Tax.
Hyderabad,
06-05-2019.

SMT. I. RAJANI, AEE IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE.

2. AOs in R/o. Smt I. Rajani, AEE published in Telangana Gazette on 15.03.2018

Proceedings No. RC/ENC/H3/22112017/2017 - It is to inform that, Smt I. Rajani, AEE (DOB:04.04.1982 Zone: V) was absented from duty unauthorizedly from 15.02.2014 onwards and Articles of Charges for her unauthorized absence to duty were issued and it was directed to submit her Written Statement of Defense/replies before disciplinary authority i.e Engineer-in-Chief (AW) vide reference 1st cited. But the same was returned by postal authorities stating that, the addresses not found and also no reply/ correspondence was received in this office so far to the AOCs issued to her, as such, the AOCs were published in Telangana Gazette in the reference 2nd cited.

Sri S. Gana Prasad Rao, EE , O/o. the Superintending Engineer, P & M Cell, Hyderabad, was appointed as Inquiring Authority to inquire in to charges framed against the alleged officer vide reference 3rd cited. The Inquiry officer submitted Inquiry Report vide reference 4th cited in respect of Smt I. Rajani, AEE and stated that, the charges framed against Smt I. Rajani, AEE are "held proved". The inquiry report was communicated to the above AEE through Register post.
with a direction to submit her explanation on the findings in the Inquiry Report within (15) days from the date of receipt of the Memo vide reference 5th cited. But the same was returned by the postal authorities in R/o. Smt. I. Rajani, AEE, (covers containing Inquiry report) unclaimed.

In this context, the Inquiry report submitted by the Inquiry officer was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 17.01.2019 vide reference 6th cited. But no explanation from the above AEE has been received in this office.

Smt I. Rajani, AEE has not obtained prior permission from the Competent authority and absent to duty, as a matter of right, which is highly irregular, and amounts to dereliction of duties and misbehavior as per TSCS (CC & A) Rules, 1991 and hence violated Rule -67 of F.R. and also failed to follow the provisions of Rule 3(1) of TSCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 and hence it was proposed to impose “Removal from service” for the above unauthorized absence to duty and also she was directed to show cause as to why the Major punishment “Removal from service” shall not be imposed against her for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty as per TSCS (CCA) Rules, 1991 and directed to submit explanation on receipt of this office memo within 15 days. If fails to submit explanation, action will be taken against her for her unauthorized absence to duty without any further notice as per (CCA & EA) Rules in the reference 7th cited.

The same was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 14.03.2019 vide reference 8th cited. But no explanation from the above AEE has been received in this office till this date.

After careful examination of the entire matter, it is decided to impose a Major punishment of “Removal from service” against Smt I Rajani, AEE for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 15.02.2014 onwards and also decided to treat her unauthorized absence period as Dies Non”, as there are no new grounds to consider her request.

Accordingly, as per sub rule (ix) of Rule 90 of TSCS (CC & A) Rules 1991 and also as per G.O.Ms No.260, G.A (Ser-C) Department dt: 04.09.2003, Major Punishment of “Removal from Service” is hereby imposed against Smt I. Rajani, AEE for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 15.02.2014 onwards and her entire unauthorized absence period is treated as “Dies Non”. These orders shall come into force from the date of communication of this order.

KUM SRUJANA SREE RAMOJU, AEE IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE.


2. AOCs in R/o. Kum Srujana Sree Ramoji, AEE published in Telangana Gazette on 15.03.2018.


It is to inform that, Kum Srujana Sree Ramoji, AEE (DOB: 03.06.1985 Zone: VI) was absent from duty unauthorizedly from 05.08.2009 onwards and Articles of Charges for her unauthorized absence to duty were issued and it was directed to submit her Written Statement of Defense/replies before disciplinary authority i.e Engineer-in-Chief (AW) vide reference 1st cited. But the same was returned by postal authorities stating that, the addresses not found and also no reply/ correspondence was received in this office so far to the AOCs issued to her, as such the AOCs were published in Telangana Gazette in the reference 2nd cited.

Sri S. Gnana Prasad Rao, EE O/o. the Superintendent Engineer, P & M Cell, Hyderabad, was appointed as Inquiring Authority to inquire in to charges framed against the alleged officer vide reference 3rd cited. The Inquiry Officer submitted the Inquiry Report in respect of Kum Srujana Sree Ramoji, AEE vide reference 4th cited, and stated that, the charges framed against Kum Srujana Sree Ramoji, AEE are “held proved”. The inquiry report was communicated to the above AEE through register post with a direction to submit explanation on the findings in the Inquiry Report with in (15) days from the date of receipt of the Memo vide reference 5th cited. But the same was returned by the postal authorities in R/o. Kum Srujana Sree Ramoji, AEE, (covers containing Inquiry report) unclaimed.
In this context, the Inquiry report submitted by the inquiry officer was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 17.01.2019 vide reference 6th cited. But no explanation has been received in this office.

Kum. Srijana Sree Ramoju, AEE has not obtained prior permission from the Competent authority and absent to duty, continuously as a matter of right, which is highly irregular, and amounts to dereliction of duties and mishandled as per TSCS (CC & A) Rules, 1991 and hence violated Rule 67 of F.R. and also failed to follow the provisions of Rule 3(I) of TSCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 and hence it was proposed to impose “Removal from service” for the above unauthorized absence to duty and also she was directed to show cause as to why the Major punishment “Removal from service” shall not be imposed against her for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty as per TSCS (CCA) Rules, 1991 and directed to submit explanation on receipt of this office memo within 15 days. If fails to submit explanation, action will be taken against her for her unauthorized absence to duty without any further notice as per (CCA) Rules in the reference 7th cited.

The same was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 14.03.2019 vide reference 8th cited. But no explanation from the above AEE has been received in this office till this date.

After careful examination of the entire matter, it is decided to impose a Major punishment of “Removal from service” against Kum. Srijana Sree Ramoju AEE for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 05.08.2009 onwards and also decided to treat her unauthorized absence period as Dies Non”, as there are no new grounds to consider her request.

Accordingly, as per sub rule (ix) of Rule 9of TSCS (CC & A) Rules 1991 and also as per G.O.Ms No.260, GA (Ser-C) Department dt: 04.09.2003, Major Punishment of “Removal from Service” is hereby imposed against Kum. Srijana Sree Ramoju, AEE for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 05.08.2009 onwards and her entire unauthorized absence period is treated as “Dies Non”. These orders shall come into force from the date of communication of this order.

SRI A. SUREN德拉, AEE IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE.

2. AOCs in R/o A.Surendra, AEE published in Telangana Gazette on 15.03.2018.


Proceedings No. RC/ENC/H3/22112017/2017:
It is to inform that, Sri A. Surendra, AEE (DOB: 10.01.1964 Zone: VI) was absented from duty unauthorizedly from 16.02.2006 onwards and Articles of Charges for his unauthorized absence to duty were issued and it was directed to submit his Written Statement of ‘Defense/replies before disciplinary authority i.e Engineer-in-Chief (AW) vide reference 2nd cited. But the same was returned by postal authorities stating that, the Addresses not found and also no reply/ correspondence was received in this office so far to the AOCs issued to him, as such the AOCs were published in Telangana Gazette in the reference 2nd cited.

Sri S.Gnana Prasad Rao, EE, O/O the Superintending Engineer, P & M Cell, Hyderabad, was appointed as Inquiring Authority to conduct inquir in to charges framed against the alleged officer vide reference 3rd cited. The Inquiry officer submitted Inquiry Report in R/o. Sri A. Surendra, AEE and stated that, the charges framed against Sri A. Surendra, AEE are “held proved” vide reference 4th cited. The inquiry report was communicated to the above AEE through register post vide reference 5th cited with a direction to submit explanation on the findings in the Inquiry Report with in (15) days from the date of receipt of the Memo. But the same was returned by the postal authorities in R/o Sri A. Surendra, AEE, (covers containing Inquiry report) unclaimed.

In this context, the Inquiry report submitted by the inquiry officer was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 17.01.2019 vide reference 6th cited. But no explanation has been received in this office.

Sri A. Surendra, AEE has not obtained prior permission from the Competent authority and absent to duty, as continuously on leave a matter of right, which
is highly irregular, and amounts to dereliction of duties and misbehavior as per TSCS (CC & A) Rules, 1991 and hence violated Rule 67 of F.R. and also failed to follow the provisions of Rule 3(1) of TSCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 and hence it was proposed to impose “Removal from service” for the above unauthorized absence to duty and also was directed to show cause as to why the Major punishment of “Removal from service” shall not be imposed against him for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty as per TSCS (CC&A) Rules, 1991 and directed to submit explanation on receipt of this office memo within 15 days. If fails to submit explanation, action will be taken against him for his unauthorized absence to duty without any further notice as per (CC&A) Rules in the reference 7th cited.

The same was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 14.03.2019 vide reference 8th cited. But no explanation from the above AEE has been received in this office till this date.

After careful examination of the entire matter, it is decided to impose a Major punishment of “Removal from service” against Sri A. Surendra. AEE for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 16.02.2006 onwards and also decided to treat her unauthorized absence period as Dies Non", as there are no new grounds to consider her request.

Accordingly, as per sub rule (ix) of Rule 9 of TSCS (CC & A) Rules 1991 and also as per G.O.Ms No.260, GA (Ser-C) Department dt: 04.09.2003, Major Punishment of “Removal from Service” is hereby imposed against Sri A. Surendra, AEE for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 16.02.2006 onwards and his entire unauthorized absence period is treated as “Dies Non”. These orders shall come into force from the date of communication of this order.

SRI S. MADHUKAR, AEE IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE.

2. AOCs in R/o. S.Madhukar, AEE published in Telangana Gazette on 03.05.2018.
4. From Sri S.Ganna Prasad Rao, E.E (IO) Lt.No Enc/(IY)/EE (P&M)/ Inquiry/5 dt: 12.11.2018


Proceedings No. RC/ENC/H3/22112017/2017- It is to inform that, Sri S.Madhukar, AEE (DOB: 06.08.1983 Zone: V) was absent from duty unauthorizedly from 01.01.2013 onwards and Articles of Charges for his unauthorized absence to duty were issued and it was directed to submit his Written Statement of Defense/replies before disciplinary authority i.e Engineer-in-Chief (AW) vide reference 1st cited. But the same was returned by postal authorities stating that, the addresses not found and also no reply was received in this office so far to the AOCs issued to him, as such, the AOCs were published in Telangana Gazette in the reference 2nd cited.

Sri S.Ganna Prasad Rao, E.E, O/o, the Superintendent Engineer, P & M Cell, Hyderabad, was appointed as Inquiring Authority to conduct inquire in to charges framed against the alleged officer vide reference 3rd cited. The Inquiry Officer submitted Inquiry Report in R/o. Sri S.Madhukar, AEE and stated that, the charges framed against Sri S.Madhukar, AEE are “held proved”. The inquiry report was communicated to the above AEE through register post with a direction to submit explanation on the findings in the Inquiry Report with in (15) days from the date of receipt of the Memo vide reference 5th cited. The same was returned by the postal authorities in R/o. Sri S.Madhukar, AEE, (covers conging Inquiry report) unclaimed.

In this context, the Inquiry report submitted by the inquiry officer was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 17.01.2019 vide reference 6th cited. But no explanation has been received from the above AEE in this office.

Sri S. Madhukar AEE has not obtained prior permission from the Competent authority and absent to duty, continuously on leave as a matter of right, which is highly irregular, and amounts to dereliction of duties and misbehavior as per TSCS (CC & A) Rules, 1991 and hence violated Rule 67 of F.R. and also failed to follow the provisions of Rule 3(1) of TSCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 and hence it was proposed to impose “Removal from service” for his above unauthorized absence to duty and also was directed to show cause as
to why the Major punishment of “Removal from service” shall not be imposed against him for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty as per TSCS (CCA) Rules, 1991 and directed to submit explanation on receipt of this office memo within 15 days. If fails to submit explanation, action will be taken against him for his unauthorized absence to duty without any further notice as per (CCA&A) Rules in the reference 7th cited.

The same was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 14.03.2019 vide reference 8th cited. But no explanation from the above AEE has been received in this office till this date.

After careful examination of the entire matter, it is decided to impose a Major punishment of “Removal from service” against Sri S. Madhukar, AEE for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 01.01.2013 onwards and also decided to treat his unauthorized absence period as Dies Non”, as there are no new grounds to consider his request.

Accordingly, as per sub rule (ix) of Rule 9 of TSCS (CC & A) Rules 1991 and also as per G.O.Ms No.260, GA (Ser-C) Department dt: 04.09.2003, Major Punishment of “Removal from Service” is hereby imposed against Sri S. Madhukar, AEE for her misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 01.01.2013 onwards and his entire unauthorized absence period is treated as “Dies Non”. These orders shall come into force from the date of communication of this order.

SRI M.V.S.N.S., HEMANTH KUMAR, I/c. D.EE IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE.

2. AOCs in R/o. M.V.S.N.S.Hemannth Kumar, AEE published in Telangana Gazette on 03.05.2018.

Proceedings No. RC/ENC/H3/22112017/2017: It is to inform that, Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. Dy EE (DOB: 03.08.1967, Zone:V) was absented from duty unauthorizedly from 18.03.2011 onwards and Articles of Charges for his unauthorized absence to duty were issued and it was directed to submit his Written Statement of Defense/replies before disciplinary authority i.e Engineer-in-Chief (AW) vide reference 1st cited. But the same was returned by postal authorities stating that, the addresses not found and also no reply/correspondence was received in this office so far to the AOCs issued to him, as such the AOCs were published in Telangana Gazette in the reference 2nd cited.

Sri S.Gnana Prasad Rao, EE, O/o, the SuperIntending Engineer, P & M Cell, Hyderabad, was appointed as Inquiring Authority to conduct inquie in to charges framed against the alleged officer vide reference 3rd cited. The Inquiry officer submitted Inquiry Report in R/o. Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. D.EE and stated that, the charges framed against Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. D.EE are “held proved”. The inquiry report was communicated to the above D.EE through register post with a direction to submit explanation on the findings in the Inquiry Report with in (15) days from the date of receipt of the Memo vide reference 4th cited. But the same was returned by the postal authorities in R/o. Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. D.EE (covers containing Inquiry report) unclaimed.

In this context, the Inquiry report submitted by the inquiry officer was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 17.01.2019 vide reference 6th cited. But no explanation has been received in this office.

Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. DyEE has not obtained prior permission from the Competent authority and absent to duty, continuously on leave as a matter of right, which is highly irregular, and amounts to dereliction of duties and misbehavior as per TSCS (CC & A) Rules, 1991 and hence violated Rule -67 of F.R. and also failed to follow the provisions of Rule 3(1) of TSCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 and hence it was proposed to impose “Removal from service” for the above unauthorized absence to duty and also she was directed to show cause as to why the Major punishment “Removal from service” shall not be imposed against him for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty as per TSCS (CCA) Rules, 1991 and was directed to submit explanation on receipt of this office memo within 15 days. If fails to submit explanation, action will be taken against him for his unauthorized
absence to duty without any further notice as per (CC&A) Rules in the reference 7th cited.

The same was published in Telangana Gazette on dt: 14.03.2019 vide reference 8th cited. But no explanation from the above I/c. DEE has been received in this office till this date.

After careful examination of the entire matter, it is decided to impose a Major punishment of “Removal from service” against Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. DyEE for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 18.03.2011 onwards and also decided to treat his unauthorized absence period as Dies Non”, as there are no new grounds to consider his request.

Accordingly, as per sub rule (ix) of Rule 90 of TSCS (CC & A) Rules 1991 and also as per G.O.Ms No.260, GA-(Ser-C) Department dt: 04.09.2003, Major Punishment of “Removal from Service” is hereby imposed against Sri M.V.S.N.S. Hemanth Kumar, I/c. DyEE for his misconduct and habituated unauthorized absence to duty from 18.03.2011 onwards and his entire unauthorized absence period is treated as “Dies Non”. These orders shall come into force from the date of communication of this order.

B. NAGENDRA RAO,
Engineer-in-Chief (AW).


SMT. K.A. VIJAYA KUMARI, WPC 8970, MALAKPET PS (I) WPC, CCS, D.D., HYDERABAD IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE.

Read:-1. This office D.O. No. 1232, dt: 02-03-2012 (Suspension).
2. This office D.O. No.1528, dt. 19-03-2012 (Rel. from Suspension).
3. This office memo of even No. dt: 02-07-2012 (A/c).
5. 26-07-2012.
6. This office proceedings of even No. dt: 15-11-2012 (I.A. apprt.).
8. This office Memo of even No. dt. 06-06-2018 (Supply of minutes).

DO No.20545/No.I &O/B2/360/2014-19 - Smt. K.A. Vijaya Kumari, WPC 8970, Malakpet PS (I) WPS, CCS, D.D., Hyderabad was placed under suspension vide D.O.1st read above for exhibiting gross misconduct, negligence and irresponsible attitude towards her legitimate duties by absenting herself from duties unauthorisedly 21-04-2009 to 24-01-2012 without any leave or prior permission. Later she was released from suspension vide D.O.2nd cited.

Subsequently, an Article of Charge as per Rule 20 of APCS (CC&A) Rules, 1991 was issued to the charged officer Smt. K.A. Vijaya Kumari, WPC 8970, Malakpet PS (I) WPS, CCS, D.D., Hyderabad calling for her written statement of defence vide Memo 3rd read above, on the charges that while she was working at WPS CCS, Detective Department, Hyderabad she was passported by the Inspector of Police, WPS CCS, Detective Dept., Hyderabad to avail sick leave w.e.f. 21-04-2009, for medical treatment and with instructions to report for duty along with Medical Certificate and area PS attendance certificate, but she failed to report for duty. During her absence period from 21-04-2009 to 24-01-2012 neither she submitted any intimation along with Medical Certificate nor she informed to her superior officers about her whereabouts and ill health. On completion of more than (2) years of unauthorized absence, she reported for duty on 25-01-2012, with a medical certificate without following sick procedure as per A.P. Leave Rules. She was unauthorisedly absent from duty w.e.f. 21-04-2009 to 24-01-2012 which shows her gross negligence and disinterest towards her legitimate duties. Smt. K.A. Vijaya Kumari, WPC 8970 of WPS CCS, Detective Department, Hyderabad, by her above mentioned acts, has exhibited gross misconduct, deviation to duty and conducted herself in a manner unbecoming of a member of disciplined force and thereby contravened Rule 3(1) and (2) of the APSC (Conduct) Rules, 1964. The said WPC 8970 had submitted her written statement of defence vide reference 4th read above denying the charges leveled against her.

Vide this office proceedings 5th read above, the Inspector of Police, Kulsumpura PS, Hyderabad was appointed as Inquiring Authority under sub-rule (2) of Rule 20 of APSC (CC & A) Rules, 1991 to conduct the Inquiry.

The Inquiring of Authority held the inquiry by giving reasonable opportunity to the charged officer to defend herself during inquiry. The Inquiring Authority completed the inquiry and submitted his inquiry findings holding the charge as ‘Proved’ against the charged officer Smt. K.A.Vijaya Kumari, WPC 8970 and drawn exparte minutes against the charged officer, as the charged officer partially attended the OE and not attended the Oral Inquiry till the end. During her presence in the